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Abstract
Automatic graph drawing algorithms, especially those for hierarchical digraphs, have
an important place in computer-aided design software or more generally in software
programs where an efficient visualization tool for complex structure is required. In
these cases, aesthetics plays a major role for generating readable and understandable
layouts. Besides, in an interactive approach, the program must preserve the mental map
of the user between time t − 1 and t. In this paper we introduce a dynamic drawing
procedure for hierarchical digraph drawing. It tends to minimize arc-crossing thanks to
a hybridized genetic algorithm. The hybridization consists of a local optimization step
based on averaging heuristics and two problem-based crossover operators. A stability
constraint based on a similarity measure is used to preserve the likeness between the
layouts at time t−1 and t. Computational experiments have been done with an adapted
random graph generator to simulate the construction process of 90 graphs. They confirm that, because of the actual algorithm, the arc crossing number of the selected layout
is close to the best layout found. We show that computation of the similarity measure
tends to preserve the likeness between the two layouts.

1 Introduction
Graph drawing algorithms are now generally included in Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
software. A major advantage of graphs is that they can be used both as theoretical
models for inherent relations between handled components, and as efficient visualization tools. They make access to complex structures easier without getting bogged
down in abstract concepts. Among the numerous graph representations [1], hierarchical digraphs, also called layered digraphs, have a specially important place in CAD. In
those graphs, vertices are arranged on vertical (Figure 1) or horizontal layers, and arcs
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Figure 1: Example of a layered digraph with vertical layers
linking vertex pairs are represented by oriented line segments going in the same direction. These diagrams are particularly well-adapted to represent task decompositions
and flow models in engineering planning.
When producing automatic layouts, the key words which guide the process are clarity and intelligibility. Although these notions call for subjective factors which closely
depend on the audience, different criteria, modeled by combinatorial constraints, are
commonly advocated by the information visualization community. Beside the physical
constraints inherent to the medium (e.g. standard size sheets, computer screens), aesthetics plays a fundamental role. Their optimization aims at facilitating both readability and memorization of the information contained in the graphs. Frequently adopted
aesthetic criteria include: minimization of the drawing area, minimization of the arccrossing number, minimization of the sum of the arc lengths, etc. However, recent
experiments have confirmed that the minimization of arc crossing is by far the most
important criterion [2]. Hence, we here retain this one.
Minimizing arc crossing in a hierarchical layout could seem intuitively easier than
the general problem of minimizing edge crossing on a plane since the choice of geometric coordinates for vertices is replaced by a choice of vertex ordering on each layer.
Yet, it remains NP-complete [3]. Moreover, the explosion of the interactivity degree of
CAD software has generated an additional constraint. Whatever the application field,
numerous components and their associated links may be dynamically added or deleted
during the first design stages. Consequently, the graph being visualized often changes
over time. However, few algorithms take the interactivity with the user into account.
If a modification is performed, the algorithm runs again and produces a new drawing
which may be thoroughly different from the previous one. As noted by Papakostas et
al. [4], “this is a waste of human resources to continually re-analyse the entire drawing
and also of computation resources to re-compute the entire layout after each modification”. Hence, the layout must not only remain readable over time, but the user’s
’mental map’ must also be preserved as much as possible [5].
In this paper, we tackle this multiobjective problem with a genetic algorithm (GA).
GAs have already been applied to different static graph drawing problems with promising results (e.g. [6], [7], [8]). And, a recent statistical analysis of fitness landscapes
associated with different local operators for the hierarchical layout problem has confirmed the presence of numerous local optima [9]. This advocates a highly stochastic

approach, like GAs, able to move away from neighbours of a local optimum ’late’ in
the search process. Moreover, due to their intrinsic parallelism, GAs are particularly
well-adapted to easily take the additional stability constraint into account with a low
cost. At each time t, a set of potentially good drawings according to the aesthetics is
generated with a GA. Then a drawing is selected among them according to its resemblance to the previous one presented to the user at time t − 1.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents related
works. Section 3 introduces a formal definition of the problem. Section 4 describes
the optimization process based on a GA; we develop new specific problem operators
and a local hybridization with the so-called averaging heuristics. Section 5 presents the
experimental results and a comparison with Tabu Search.

2 Related works
Numerous deterministic heuristics for the static hierarchical layout problem follow the
layer-by-layer sweep scheme: the vertices of each layer are reordered to reduce crossings while holding the vertex orderings on the other layers. Various strategies have
been proposed for reordering (see [10] for a chronological review). The most commonly used are the sorting methods and the averaging heuristics which include the
popular barycenter heuristics from Sugiyama [11], the median heuristics [3], and their
variants. Sorting methods exchange vertices using crossing numbers in a way similar
to classical sorts. Averaging heuristics are based on the idea that arc crossings tend
to be minimized when connected vertices are placed facing each other. Consequently,
vertices are arranged according to their neighbour average positions e.g. the arithmetic
mean or the median.
These approaches are still certainly the most employed in software. However, it
is well-known that their probability of getting down in local optima is far from being
negligible. In an attempt to improve the quality of the results, metaheuristics have
known a particular interest in graph drawing since the mid 90’s. Tabu Search [10]
and GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure) [12] have been recently
developed for the hierarchical drawing. Numerical comparisons on graphs with various
densities (including those observed in real-life applications) show that both these search
processes significantly outperform the deterministic layer-by-layer sweep approaches.
In comparison with static drawings, the literature on dynamic drawings is still in
its infancy. In the hierarchical case, the first proposed heuristics are closely linked to
the Sugiyama heuristics [13]. Also the multiobjective optimization has been tackled by
different approaches: constraint propagation followed by constraint relaxation in order
to cope with inconsistencies [14], or penalty assignment to vertex changes from t − 1
to t and linear programming to compute the vertex coordinates on each layer [15].

3 Multiobjective problem description
In the following, we consider a hierarchical acyclic digraph G = (V, A) with a vertex
set V and an arc set A. Let L = {l1 , l2 , ..., lK } be a set of K layers and a given partition

V1 , V2 , ..., VK of V on L in classes with respectively n1 , n2 , ...,nK vertices. The vertex
assignment inside the layers is here supposed to be done. The vertex ordering on each
layer lk is defined by πk : lk → {1, 2, ..., |lk |}, where πk (u) = i means that the
vertex u ∈ lk is on the ith position on lk . The drawing of G is completely defined
by the set of the orderings ΠG = {π1 , π2 , ..., πK } on each layer li of L. The crossing
number associated with ΠG is denoted by c (ΠG ). Note that, without loss of generality,
we can restrict ourselves to proper graphs with arcs span equal to 1 (the span of an arc
(u, v) ∈ A with u ∈ Li and v ∈ Lj is j −i). In practice, every arc with a span λ greater
than 1 has to be replaced by a path of λ−1 dummy vertices on every consecutive layers.
When the drawing problem is included in a dynamical process, two constraints
should be simultaneously satisfied: the drawing Π Gt proposed at each step t must minimize c (ΠGt ) and must remain as close as possible to the previous Π Gt−1 to preserve
the user’s mental map. To evaluate
the likeness between different drawings, we resort

to a measure δ ΠGt , ΠGt−1 based on the number of inverted vertex pairs between
t − 1 and t:
K
X

Ck (t − 1, t)
1
×
(1)
δ ΠGt , ΠGt−1 = 1 −
K
Pk (t − 1, t)
k=1

where Pk (t − 1, t) is the number of common vertex pairs for both drawings, and
Ck (t−1, t) is the number of vertex pairs which
 have been inverted between the drawing
at t − 1 and the one at t. If δ ΠGt , ΠGt−1 is close to 1, then the number of inverted
pairs is small and the drawing at t − 1 is consequently preserved in the new drawing at
t. More complex measures could be investigated in the future [16].

4 Graph optimization
The optimization process of the drawings is based on a hybridized
 genetic algorithm
(HGA). And, the stability constraint (maximizing δ ΠGt , ΠGt−1 ) is only taken into
account in the selection of the solution in the last computed population. More precisely,
at a given step t, HGA is applied to graph Gt , and among the best solutions computed
d
by HGA, we select the one Πd
GT which is the closest to the previous drawing ΠGt−1 .
We first present the problem-based operators developed for the static drawing problem.
Then we detail the integration of the dynamics.

4.1

The hybridized genetic algorithm

The HGA developed for minimizing c(ΠG ) follows the basic scheme with two specific
characteristics. We have introduced problem-based crossovers and a local hybridization which significantly improves the computation time. Crossover is inspired from the
following remark: the combination of two well-adapted drawings of sub-graphs can
produce a better drawing (Figure 2). The combination may be applied between layers
(inter-layer crossover) or inside each layer (intra-layer crossover).
The inter-layer crossover is a unique point crossover between layers. The intralayer crossover aims at combining vertices of a same layer. However, combining blocks
inside a layer meets a well-known difficulty for ordinal codings which is to define
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Figure 2: Improvement of an initial layout with successive sub-graph combinations. The interlayer combination of (1) and (2) produces (3) and the intra-layer combination of (3) and (4)
produces (5) which is a global optimum.
a crossover which guarantees a feasible solution [17]. The intra-layer crossover is a
generalization of the Order Crossover 1 [17] for multi-permutations. A pivot whose
random position is normalized by the layer cardinality is defined for each layer of the
parents. For the first child, vertex positions of the first parent are retained above the
pivot, and below it, positions of missing vertices are completed by those of the second
parent according to the vertex ordering. And vice-versa for the second child.
The hybridization step is based on local search with the barycenter and median
operator described in [9]. The selection is determined by a classical roulette wheel
based on the arc crossing number as the fitness function. The mutation switches two
randomly chosen vertices inside a layer. Each of these operators is applied with a given
probability.

4.2

Integration of the stability constraint

While the graph is small (|V | < 20), we do not consider the dynamic constraint and the
best solution computed by HGA at each step t is retained. Indeed, in this case, changes
in the drawing aspect due to vertex and arc additions are very important and we cannot
consider that a ’stable structure’ exists to be preserved.
Algorithm 1 describes the integration of the stability constraint in the dynamic
drawing process. At each step t, we select the drawing which maximizes the similarity among the 25% of the population composed of the best drawings produced by
HGA. If the same similarity value is reached for different drawings, we keep the one
which minimizes c.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of the interactive drawing procedure
t ← 0;
while |VGt | < 20 {
Apply HGA on ΠGt ;
d
Display the best drawing Π
Gt ;
}
t ← t + 1;
while ¬termination criterion {
Apply HGA on ΠGt ;
Put in solution_array the final population of HGA; 

For each drawing ΠiGt of solution_array compute δ ΠiGt , Πd
Gt−1 ;



i
i
d
d
Select the drawing Π
Gt which minimizes c ΠGt and maximizes δ ΠGt , ΠGt−1 .
}

d
Display Π
Gt ;
t ← t + 1;

5 Computational experiments
As far as we know, unlike the classical static drawing problem, there are no test case
bases available for large scale numerical experimentations. Experiments are often done
with human beings and focus on a panel of known responses. Although this approach
is obviously necessary for the validation, it is faced with different intrinsic limitations:
availability of the subjects, variations of their own behaviours and restrictions of the
evaluated drawing number.
To obtain quantitative measures of validation on large graph sets, we have developed a graph generator adapted to the dynamic problem. We first briefly present it.
Then, we describe the results obtained for the dynamic evolution of the drawings of 90
graphs. A comparison is given with Tabu Search (TS) which is to this day one of the
best-known metaheuristics for the static problem [10].

5.1

Graph generator

The graph generator is composed of two major steps:
1. the initialization phase generates random connected graphs of small size. This
phase reflects the beginning of numerous design processes where the graphs considered may be quite small and completed along the process.
2. at each step t, once a solution has been computed by the interactive drawing
procedure for Gt , a new graph Gt+1 is generated by adding randomly placed
vertices, arcs and layers to Gt . For each generation, we ensure the preservation
of the graph connectivity by adding at least one arc between the new vertices and
the existing ones.

The generation process stops when the maximal vertex number (here set to 80) is
reached or when c (ΠGt ) is greater than 500. The maximal number of layers is set
to 15, the maximal number of vertices to add after each step has been set to 2. These
sizes are typical of real-life applications where vertices are often represented by labelled boxes and can rarely exceed 70 or 80 on a standard size sheet for an exhaustive
visualization.
This generator has been used to simulate the dynamic evolution of a set of 90 graphs
which corresponds to a total of 1400 layouts. The mean density value defined by
h
X
|lk−1 | × |lk | is 0.65 ( std. dev. 0.05).
d(Gt ) = m/
k=2

5.2

Results

In computational experiments, we have chosen the following genetic operator probabilities: 0.05 for mutation and 0.2 for each crossover. The population size has been
fixed to 100. Preliminary experiments have shown that larger populations give sightly
better results, but this choice is a compromise between the quality and the computational cost. The HGA stops at each step t when no improvement has occurred after 100
generations. HGA is coded in the C language.
Figure 3-a shows the average crossing number evolution for the whole set of graphs
built by the generator. We here retain the crossing number of the selected solution and
compare it with a drawing optimized by TS. As expected, the crossing number linearly
increases with the vertex number. Except for one case, HGA solutions are always
better than TS solutions. And the improvement is all the greater as the vertex number
increases.
The algorithm naturally implies that the selected drawing at each step t (which
takes into account the stability constraint) is close to the best solution of HGA. This
is confirmed by Figure 3-b which shows the difference between the crossing number
of the selected solution and the crossing number of the best HGA solution. The mean
difference is equal to 3.14% (std. dev. 2.42%) for HGA. However, it is significantly
higher for TS: 9.64% (std. dev. 4.28%).
To better understand the integration of the stability constraint in the dynamic draw
ing procedure, we have studied the evolutions of the similarity index δ ΠGt , ΠGt−1 .
Computing the mean value of the similarity index on the whole set of graphs is a nonsense. We prefer to show a figure of this evolution with a representative graph (Figure
4). This figure shows the evolution of δ for the best HGA solutions and the selected
solutions. The similarity is significantly greater for the selected solutions. The important variations which appear from time to time are due to the dynamics: depending
on the positions of the added vertices and edges, graphs G t−1 and Gt may be quite
different and consequently require a new drawing. In this case, the subset of the best
HGA generated solutions for the crossing constraint contains drawings of G t different
from those of Gt−1 . However, overall, our strategy tends to preserve the likeness.
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Figure 3: Analysis of the drawing quality for the dynamic evolution of a set of 90 pseudorandom graphs (total of 1400 layouts).
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6 Conclusion and perspectives
We developed a procedure for dynamic hierarchical digraph drawing based on a hybridized genetic algorithm. Computational experiments were done with a random
graph generator adapted to this problem. They showed that quality-wise the solution
displayed to the user (i.e. computed to be visually similar to the previous drawing) was
not much debased from the best layout found. Moreover, our method also outperforms
one of the best known metaheuristics for the static problem.
After these promising results, we still have to compare our algorithm with some
widely used methods for multiobjective optimizations such as a real multiobjective
genetic algorithm or more generally with Pareto-based approaches [18]. There is also
another interesting point to study further, as noted in Section 3, the similarity measure.
We need to use some more complex measures by, for instance, taking into account
the degree of each vertex. A vertex with a high degree might produce numerous arccrossings contrary to a vertex with a lower degree. In the construction phase of a
new drawing, moving this vertex far from its original position will result in important
changes in the structure of the graph. This consequently generates a new drawing quite
dissimilar to the previous one which is not what we aim at.
For carrying out such experiments, we need a graph generator which can reproduce
the behaviour of a human being. In the present version the addition of new vertices is
done completely at random. When an individual uses a real application, he does not
have a random behaviour. He may intensify a part of the graph, leaving another one
not very closely connected ; he may also add vertices only in the first layer and not in
the others, and so on. We need to enhance the generator with some human behaviours
such as a set of scenarios of real graph constructions done by a person.
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